LINCOLN UNIVERSITY

$75

SHIELD YOUR HOME WITH A ROOM DEPOSIT

ROOM SELECTION COMING SOON...

- PAY DEPOSITS 02/18/08—03/07/08 IN THE BURSAR’S OFFICE 9 TO 3:30...
- ASL & TRADITIONAL SINGLE ROOM SELECTION 04/18/08...
- APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 02/18/08 DUE BY 03/07/08
- ROOM SELECTION 03/25,26 AND 27, 2008...
- LATE DEPOSITS MAY BE PAID ON 04/07/08-04/25/08...
- LATE ROOM SELECTON 04/14/08-04/25/08...
- FASFA MUST BE PROCESSED BY 04/01/08
- 1ST 50 STUDENTS TO HAVE THEIR FASFA TRANSMITTED AND PROCESSED WILL HAVE ROOM DEPOSIT WAVIED...
- ALL STUDENTS RECEIVING INSTITUTIONAL SCHOLARSHIP MUST RESIDE ON CAMPUS...
- BALANCE MUST BE $2500 AND LESS TO PAY ROOM DEPOSIT...

LOOK FOR MORE INFORMATION IN THE FOLLOWING PLACES:
- LINCOLN’S WEB SITE...
- YOUR LINCOLN EMAIL...
- FACEBOOK...

RESIDENCE LIFE